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MELBOURNE: Australia’s batsmen Steve Smith (R) cuts a ball away as Pakistan wicketkeeper Sarfraz Ahmed (L) reacts on
the fourth day of the second cricket Test match. — AFP 

MELBOURNE: Skipper Steve Smith scored
his 17th Test century to give Australia a
22-run lead over Pakistan as rain again dis-
rupted play in the second Test in
Melbourne yesterday. Smith reached his
fourth Test hundred of the year before a
storm lashed the Melbourne Cricket
Ground just before tea and forced the rest
of the fourth day’s play to be abandoned.

Smith was unbeaten on 100 with
Mitchell Starc not out seven in Australia’s
465 for six. It is unlikely there will be a
result in the Test with just Friday’s final day
to play. The Australians were hoping to
build a 100-plus run lead to try and put the
tourists under pressure on the final day in
the weather-disrupted Test.

“We were planning to play a little more
positively this afternoon and try and get as
many runs as we could, but the rain hasn’t
helped us,” Smith said. “So now it’s about
summing it up in the morning and seeing
where we can go. “It’s obviously going to
be difficult to get a result, the wicket hasn’t
broken up much and it’s playing well.”

Smith passed 1,000 runs in a calendar
year for the third time in a row during his
knock, taking his 2016 total to 1,040 at
67.60 with his patient 100 not out coming
off 168 balls with nine boundaries. Usman
Khawaja was dismissed three runs short of
his century early in the day, the second
time this season that the Pakistan-born
batsman has been dismissed on 97.

Khawaja had added just two runs to his
overnight 95 off 12 balls when he edged
Wahab Riaz to wicketkeeper Sarfraz
Ahmed in the day’s fifth over. 

Khawaja left the ground with his head
bowed. Khawaja also missed out on a cen-
tury against South Africa in the second
innings of last month’s first Test in Perth.
The Australians lost the wickets of under-
pressure pair Nic Maddinson and Matthew

Wade in the middle session.

Handy Handscomb 
Maddinson, fighting to nail down his

Test spot, failed again, deceived by wrist-
spinner Yasir Shah’s flight and was bowled
off-stump for 22 off 55 balls. Under pres-
sure after scores of 0, 1 and 4 in his three
Test innings, Maddinson advanced down
the wicket but failed to get to the pitch of
the ball and left the wicket shaking his
head. Wicketkeeper Wade again missed
out-this time he was caught in the slips for
just nine after a slash outside off-stump at
Sohail Khan.

Wade, like Maddinson, has struggled
for runs since his recall for last month’s
third Test against South Africa and has
scores of 4, 7, 1 not out and now 9 in his
four innings since. In contrast,  Peter
Handscomb claimed his third half-century
in three Tests to push along the Australian

scoring. He was dropped off a sharp
caught-and-bowled chance by
Mohammad Amir on 51, but three runs lat-
er he found Sami Aslam at point off Sohail.

Handscomb, playing on his home
pitch, added 92 runs with Smith off 141
balls. Starc slammed Shah for a mighty six-
measured at 103 metres-high into the
stands to get off the mark and will resume
on Friday with Smith. Azhar Ali,  who
scored an unbeaten 205 in Pakistan’s 443
for nine in the first innings declaration,
was f ielding at short leg when he
received a fearsome blow on the helmet
off Wade’s full-blooded pull shot and was
taken from the field for observation for
concussion. Paceman Riaz continued to
have problems bowling no-balls. He over-
stepped 12 times in his 27 overs. “We
need to cut down these no-balls, it’s not
acceptable,” Pakistan bowling Coach
Azhar Mahmood said. — AFP 

Smith century gives 

Australia slim lead

Broom sets up 

NZ series win
NELSON: Neil Broom’s maiden century and the self-belief of
Kane Williamson gave New Zealand a 67-run victory over
Bangladesh to take the second one-day international and the
series in Nelson yesterday.  Bangladesh suffered a dramatic
meltdown when they were cruising towards what should
have been a comfortable victory after Broom’s unbeaten 109
was the only significant score in New Zealand’s 251. 

The tourists reached 104 for one in the 23rd over and were
all out for 184 by the 43rd, losing their last nine wickets for 80
runs.  The win, following New Zealand’s 77-run victory in the
first match, gives the home side an unbeatable 2-0 lead with
one match remaining, also in Nelson, on Saturday. With New
Zealand’s frontline bowlers struggled for consistency at the
start of the Bangladesh innings, skipper and part-time spinner
Williamson put himself into the attack as the seventh bowler
and claimed three for 22 with his looping off-breaks.
Williamson described it as a “satisfying” outcome given the
pressure New Zealand were under. 

“They bowled outstandingly on that surface and gave us
nothing for a long period of time. We certainly had to suck it
up and Broomy did that and played the match-winning
knock.” Williamson added his bowling effort was “a little bit
fortunate. I was encouraged to bring myself on and it was nice
that it came off.” For Bangladesh Captain Mashrafe Mortaza
there was no escaping that he had been let down by his bats-
men who he said should have chased down their target. “The
bowlers did a very good job. But I’m very disappointed with
the batters. One for 100 and then collapsing is obviously dis-
appointing,” he said.

Bizarre run-out 
Williamson’s triple strike was the breakthrough New

Zealand needed after Imrul Kayes, Tamim Iqbal and Sabbir
Rahman had given Bangladesh a solid start to their chase.
Tamim produced a quick 16 and Imrul (59) and Sabbir (38)
kept the scoreboard ticking over at a constant rate. But after
Imrul brought the 100 up with a huge six off Jimmy Neesham,
Sabbir was run out in bizarre fashion as he turned back going
for a single and both batsmen raced for the non-striker’s end.

Imrul believed he lost the race and headed for the dressing
room only to be recalled when television replays showed
Sabbir had grounded his bat second. It was the start of the
Bangladesh downfall with Lockie Ferguson, who dropped a
sitter from Imrul on 45, bowling new batsman Mahmudullah
for one with a yorker. Williamson then entered the attack to
remove Shakib Al Hasan (7), Mosaddek Hossain (3) and
Tanveer Haider (2). Debutant Nurul Hasan, standing in for
injured wicketkeeper Mushfiqur Rahim, dragged the innings
out with 24 before being the last wicket to fall. Bangladesh, in
an unorthodox reaction to losing the first ODI, injected three
debutants into their side. 

Along with Nurul, who capped his game with the smart
stumping of Neesham and two sharp catches, speedster
Subashis Roy took the wicket of Mitchell Santner and Tanveer
took a catch to remove New Zealand’s Luke Ronchi for 35.
Ronchi (35) was the second best performing New Zealand
batsman and featured in a 64-run stand with Broom for the
sixth wicket. New Zealand were sent into bat after Mushrafe
won the toss and decided to make early use of heavily over-
cast conditions. — AFP

NELSON: Bangladesh’s Taskin Ahmed (L) is stumped by
New Zealand wicketkeeper Luke Ronchi (R) during the
second one-day international cricket match between New
Zealand and Bangladesh at Saxton Oval. — AFP

MELBOURNE: Former test bowler
Jason Gillespie will work as assistant
to head coach Justin Langer for
Australia’s three Twenty20 interna-
tionals against Sri Lanka in February,
Cricket Australia said yesterday.
Gillespie and Langer will step in for
regular head coach Darren Lehmann
and his assistant David Saker, who will
be in India preparing the test squad
for the four-match series.

Former paceman Gillespie, who
took 259 wickets in 71 tests and 142
wickets in 97 one-day internationals, is

currently coaching Adelaide Strikers in
Australia’s Big Bash League after
spending five years coaching English
county side Yorkshire. “I ’m just
buzzing to get this role-it really is an
exciting opportunity-and I’m humbled
to be thought of by Cricket Australia
in this regard,” Gillespie said in a
media release from the board. “The
chance to be working with Justin
Langer is terrific. Of course he’s a
friend and a former team mate, but
he’s also someone who’s had success
in this form of the game.” — Reuters 
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